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Abstract: Peace is essential to the progress of civilization and is also a peak quality in individual
experience. Although diplomacy and psychotherapy concern themselves with different Whiteheadian
societies, both must address histories of trauma. The critical comparison between both is the need
resolve the contradiction of past trauma so that it is apprehended instead in the present moment in terms
of contrast. The singular American psychology that begins with William James speaks to selfrealization rather than repair of dysfunction. Whitehead’s account of Peace compares with James’s
account of mystical experience.
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Peace, Whitehead says, is essential to the progress of civilization and is also a peak quality in individual
experience. The fundamental comparison between the two instances lies in the societal nature of
actuality. On the level of political society’s functioning, Peace “calms destructive turbulence and
completes civilization.” On the level of the individual, Peace “carries with it a surpassing of
personality…. Its emotional effect is the subsidence of turbulence which inhibits.” (Whitehead 1933,
367)
As turbulence is destructive of Peace for civilized society, so is it of individual personality. While ways
to address turbulence in individuals differ from ways for society, constraint and inhibition are prominent
issues for both. From the point of view of depth psychology, individuals’ constraints importantly arise
from traumatic experiences in personal history. Trauma from conflict and war and other catastrophes
constrains political societies. Diplomacy and psychotherapy both must recognize the shadow of trauma.
Whitehead provides a valuable metaphysical framework for understanding how to deal effectively with
trauma by his stipulation that each event prehends the entire past. The therapist who promotes
wholeness or the diplomat who promotes peace cannot do so by trying to erase trauma. That would only
substitute anesthesia for understanding, which is not a useful strategy for the long run. Rather, attitudes
toward trauma must be changed so that trauma is assimilated into the present moment in terms of
contrast rather than excluded as an absolute that is too evil or too distressing to be remembered, or that
requires retribution.
Over the course of history diplomacy has often had the goal of achieving advantage or aggrandizement,
be it political, economic, or territorial. Sometimes diplomacy has only had the goal of minimizing loss
in the face of aggression. In the contemporary world, peaceful existence among and within nations has
come to be the goal of democratic interests. All nations have suffered the trauma of external or external
war. Seeking retribution for past trauma only leads to ongoing wars. Diplomacy in service of peace
cannot ignore past trauma. It can only seek to help the parties acknowledge the trauma they have
suffered, but develop understanding that peace depends on subordinating recognition of trauma to a goal
of mutual existence based on the expectation of mutual social, economic, and other benefits.

Acknowledging past traumatic events is necessary because history is the foundation of the present. To
deny them compares to repression in the terms psychology uses. And repression always threatens to
rupture. When it does, the rupture can spew repressed material into the present with increased force like
water bursting a dam.
Skillful diplomacy requires discovering and understanding the history of trauma as it is perceived by
each party to a conflict. Then each party must be persuaded of an attitude toward its own past trauma
that understands it in comparison to the trauma of other parties. The ultimate goal of such persuasion is
the advancement of civilization as the optimum course for all people. In the perspective of diplomacy,
peace is an ongoing situation that, despite its benefits, will require ongoing diplomatic service. It is a
process, rather than a finally achieved state.
Diplomacy and psychotherapy concern themselves essentially with different Whiteheadian societies.
The diplomat is generally concerned with the external relations of societies and their members, although
there are threads of identity in these societies that are significantly internal. The threads include those of
clan and tribe, ethnicity, and nationality, as well as subgroups within nations. All may need
consideration in diplomatic endeavor toward peace.
Psychotherapy is practiced for a variety of purposes. It may, for example, serve to condition behavior,
ameliorate present distress, or expose roots of neurosis. All these purposes speak to remediating
psychic dysfunction and fall significantly into the realm where psychology is claimed by medicine. The
psychotherapy that aims to promote personal development and growth in healthy, functioning
individuals goes beyond the realm of medicine. The society of concern is the internal, human one that
exhibits a thread of personal identity. Therapy in this respect lies between the realm of psychology and
philosophical counseling. It harks back significantly to the Socratic project of self-realization that has
its roots in the Orphic/Dionysian pursuit of transcendence. (Versenyi 1963) “Peace” is another name for
the aim of that pursuit.
The singular American psychology that begins with William James speaks substantially to the purpose
of enhancing personal development, which is a modern name for self-realization. It is notable that
James varied his career between philosophy and psychology, especially because James’s influence on
Whitehead derives significantly from addressing both interests. In psychology James’s lineage yielded
Abraham Maslow, who specifically studied people who exemplified self-actualization. Maslow
pioneered humanistic psychology. He focused on moments of extraordinary experience, which he called
“peak experiences.” These moments compare substantively with Whitehead’s experience of Peace. Not
only individuals, but civilizations as well can be viewed from the perspective of actualization. Pericles’s
funeral oration is an index to such transcendence in respect to the polis. It speaks to an ideal for the
polis and a goal for diplomacy to teach the world, in the way Pericles conceived of Athens as “the
school of Hellas.”
Peak experience, among other things, is an experience of being in the present or in the ‘now.’
Whitehead’s concern with ‘now,’ as evidenced in the metaphysical centrality of the actual occasion
derives substantially from his study of mathematics and physics. The work of William James supplies
an important complement from the field of psychology to Whitehead’s characterization of the actual
occasion.
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At the confluence of Whitehead’s mathematical physics and James’s experiential psychology two
streams flow together. James’s drop of experience coincides with Whitehead’s actual event. The
essence of each is ‘now.’ What is ‘now’? It is the heart of each moment of existence for every person,
creature, and all other actualities. But mere existence is not enough for human psychological fullness.
To realize the fullness requires felt awareness that each present moment “holds within itself the
complete sum of existence, backwards and forwards, [and] the whole amplitude of time, which is
eternity.” (Whitehead 1929, 14)
Whitehead’s account of Peace compares with James’s account of mystical experience. The work of
Plato, which importantly informs Whitehead’s philosophy, includes significant characterizations of
extraordinary experience that underscore the inadequacy of cognition to comprehend such experience.
Plato also provides important suggestions for cultivating this experience even though it is “largely
beyond the control of purpose.” (Whitehead 1933, 368) Porphyry testified that Plotinus effectively used
Plato’s suggestion: “by meditation and by the method that Plato teaches in the Banquet [Symposium],”
Plotinus “lifted himself … to the first and all-transcendent divinity.” (O’Brian 1975, 16)
The felt awareness that the present moment holds eternity within itself has numerous names across a
variety of practices. Peace is also called enlightenment, salvation, liberation, satori, moksha, identity of
self and whole, self-realization, mystical experience, and various other names by diverse indigenous,
religious, and spiritual groups. Although peak experience is largely beyond the control of purpose, these
various practices incorporate effective methods for facilitating it. But unfortunately, many of them are
tied to indigenous cultures or particular orthodoxies in contexts that make them less than useful, or even
dangerous for contemporary culture.
The successor who has best carried forward Maslow’s purpose is the venerable psychologist/psychiatrist
Stanislav Grof. Like Whitehead, he is a European come to America. Grof has combined the European
tradition of depth psychology with James’s American pluralism under the rubric of Transpersonal
Psychology. He captures the final vision of Maslow, the integration of spirituality into the
psychological picture of mind and body. Grof’s work is too broad and his method too detailed for major
discussion here, but several points can be noted:
i.

ii.

iii.

Grof’s work suggests that an important origin of what Jungians refer to as the Shadow lies in
the complexities of the human birth process. Regarding the intention of this paper to speak
to both psychotherapy and diplomacy, coming to terms with the Shadow can be seen as one
of the basic requirements of diplomacy. There is a significant comparison between catharsis
for the psyche and catharsis for the polis.
Subsequent to his pioneering work in psychedelic therapy that began in Prague Grof
developed a method called “Holotropic Breathwork” that uses no substances. It involves five
elements: group process, intensified breathing, evocative music, bodywork, and expressive
drawing. The bodywork particularly contrasts with the cerebral orientation of standard
psychotherapy. That cerebral orientation suffers the deficit of materialism that Whitehead
criticizes, as well as Hume’s oversight of causal efficacy. One’s soul inherits massively from
one’s body.
Grof acknowledges the recent revival of psychedelic research, but points out that it is
covering old ground by mainly rehearsing psychiatric applications. Its greatest promise is for
fostering creativity and imaginative problem solving. The modern discovery of psychedelic
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iv.

effect directly links to the Orphic mysteries, including the Eleusinian, that were greatly
important for Plato and other major figures at the beginning of Western philosophy. James is
vivid in his account of the mystical potential of psychedelic experience and its philosophical
importance. (James 1902, 387-8)
To understand and explicate Grof’s work fully requires invoking a metaphysical perspective
that draws significantly on the Platonic tradition embraced and developed by Whitehead. It
requires a model of the self that is epochal and polar, rather than an epiphenomenon of
neurological matter or a particle of Mind.

The critical comparison between diplomacy and psychotherapy that this paper addresses is the need of
both to alter the way past trauma is apprehended in the present moment so that it is seen in terms of
contrast, rather than a stark evil that stands in absolute contradiction to good. In diplomacy sometimes
this comes down to persuading divergent parties to think in terms of lesser and greater rather than
absolute evil. The psychotherapist, in terms of the comparison in this paper, is a diplomat of the soul.
A diplomat can work with a substantial record of history, although there may also be material to be
uncovered that has not appeared in history’s record. The psychotherapist may have little or no record to
work with as far as any particular person is concerned. On the other hand, Whitehead’s metaphysic
indicates that each successive, present occasion of the soul prehends the entirety of the past. The
therapist’s primary role in this regard is to facilitate an individual’s felt recollection of the past. One
way to do this is to create a situation where a person feels safe enough to allow recollection of past
trauma. The recollection of past trauma in a safe setting mitigates the way it is henceforth received in
the present so that it is assimilated into awareness, rather than comprising a subconscious phenomenon
that has an influence that creates discomfort or constraint of which a person is unaware, though not
necessarily pathologically. For instance, the influence may in some way compromise a person’s
capacity for creativity, hinder their capacity for personal growth or undertaking new endeavors. On a
very mundane level such influence might cause a person to get stuck in a job that is not uncomfortable
but does not yield a great deal of satisfaction.
The therapist’s immediate concern is trauma in personal history. A trained therapist can guess about
personal trauma generally, but a person has specific contact with their own history. Grof suggests that
the therapist forsake presumption of expertise and focus simply on providing a means for a person to
avail their own history. Grof originally used a situation supportive of psychedelic experience as such a
means. Subsequently he developed the method of Holotropic Breathwork.
There is a possibility for therapy that goes further than only addressing the vicissitudes of personal
history. It pursues Socrates’s questioning, Plato’s Orphic project, Plotinus’s transcendence, James’s
mysticism, and Whitehead’s comprehension of eternity. It lies well beyond the purview of standard
psychotherapy, and beyond considering only the turbulence that may beset an individual person. It is
ultimately the question of where a person stands in relation to the cosmos. This is a matter for the
therapist as cosmic diplomat, who facilitates Peace by repairing the deficit of ecstasy that accrues to
modernity’s excessive abstraction and materialism. This conception of therapy as a means for helping
understand one’s role in the universe is most evident in ancient times when philosophy was understood
as a way of life, rather than mainly an intellectual endeavor. In modern times, the trauma on the world
scale is the characterization of humans as mainly economic beings, living in a world that contradicts
nature and spirit. The therapist as cosmic diplomat needs to address the trauma of scientific-economic
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mechanism that creates the “radical inconsistency at the basis of modern thought [that] accounts for
much that is half-hearted and wavering in our civilization.” (Whitehead 1925, 76)
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